



















New family of simple gl2n(C)-modules
Jonathan Nilsson
Abstract
We construct a new family of simple gl2n-modules which depends on n
2 generic param-





-subalgebra naturally embedded into the top-left corner.
1 Introduction
Classification of simple modules is one of the first natural questions which arises when
studying the representation theory of some (Lie) algebra. Simple modules are, in some
sense, “building blocks” for all other modules, and hence understanding simple modules
is important. In some cases, for example for finite dimensional associative algebras,
classification of simple modules is an easy problem. However, in most of the cases, the
problem of classification of all simple modules is very difficult. Thus, if we consider simple,
finite dimensional, complex Lie algebras, then the only algebra for which some kind of
classification exists is the Lie algebra sl2. This was obtained by R. Block in [Bl], see also
a detailed explanation in [Maz2, Chapter 6]. However, even in this case the “answer”
only reduces the problem to classification of equivalence classes of irreducible elements in
a certain non-commutative Euclidean ring.
At the moment, the problem of classification of simple modules over simple Lie algebras
seems too hard. However, because of its importance, the problem of construction of new
families of modules attracted a lot of attention over the years. The most studied case
seem to be the one of the Virasoro Lie algebras, where many different multi-parameter
families of simple modules were constructed by various authors, see, for example, [OW,
GLZ, LZ, LLZ, MZ1, MZ2, MW] and references therein.
In contrast to the Virasoro case, the “easier” case of simple, complex, finite dimensional
Lie algebras does not yet have an equally large variety of families of simple modules.
So, let g be a complex, finite dimensional, simple Lie algebra. Some classes of simple
g-modules are, of course, well-understood. For example:
• simple finite dimensional modules are classified already by Cartan in 1913, see [Ca];
• simple highest weight modules related to a fixed triangular decomposition n−⊕h⊕n+
of g are classified by their highest weights and are extensively studied during last
50 years, see, for example, [Di, Hu, BGG];
• simple Whittaker modules in the sense of [Ko], see also [AP, McD1, McD2];
• simple Gelfand-Zeitlin modules, see [DFO1, DFO2, Maz1, FGR];
• simple weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces were classified in [Mat]
extending the previous work in [Fe, Fu];
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• simple g-modules which are free of rank one over the universal enveloping algebra
of the Cartan subalgebra were constructed and studied in [Ni1, Ni2] (see also [TZ1,
TZ2] for similar modules over infinite dimensional Lie algebras).
Some further classes of simple modules can be found in [FOS]. We note that the largest
known family of simple gln-modules is the one of Gelfand-Zeitlin-modules. It depends on
n(n+1)
2 generic complex parameters, see [DFO1, DFO2] for details.
Based on the above, it seems natural to look for new families of simple g-modules. The
present paper contributes with a new large family of simple gl2n-modules. This family
is parameterized by invertible n × n complex matrices. Let A,B, C,D be the four Lie
subalgebras of gl2n of dimension n





Then B is nilpotent (and even commutative), and the adjoint action of B on gl2n/B is
nilpotent, so (B, gl2n) is a Whittaker pair in the sense of [BM]. The original motivation
for this paper was an attempt to describe generalized Whittaker modules (i.e. modules
on which the action of B is locally finite) for this Whittaker pair. Our main result can be
summarized as follows:
Theorem 1. For each non-degenerate complex n×n-matrix Q, there exists a simple gl2n
module M with the following properties:
• M has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension n2;
• Res
gl2n
A M is isomorphic to the left regular U(A)-module;
• Res
gl2n
B M is locally finite. In other words, M is a generalized Whittaker module for
the Whittaker pair (B, gl2n);
• With respect to a fixed PBW basis in U(A), the action of each fixed element from
A,B, C,D can be written explicitly as maps U(A) → U(A) of degrees 1, 0, 2, 1, re-
spectively.
Moreover, different matrices Q give non-isomorphic modules.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and lays down some mo-
tivation for the construction of our modules. In the same section, for each non-degenerate
complex n×n-matrix Q, we construct an A+ B-module having the first three properties
listed in Theorem 1. We show that there must exist a simple quotient of the corresponding
induced gl2n module that also has the fourth property. In Section 3 we explicitly construct
such a module for Q being the identity matrix I and show that every other module in our
family can be obtained by twisting this module by an explicit automorphism. Finally, we
give explicit formulas for the gl2n-action in all cases.
Acknowledgements I am very grateful to Volodymyr Mazorchuk for his ideas and com-
ments.
2 Motivation and existence
2.1 Setup
Let g := gl2n(C). All Lie algebras and vector spaces are over the complex numbers. N
denotes the set of nonnegative integers.
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First we observe that the subalgebras A and D defined above are both isomorphic to gln
while the subalgebras B and C are commutative. Let ei,j be the 2n × 2n-matrix with
a single 1 in position (i, j) and zeros elsewhere. By convention, most indices i, j etc.
can be assumed to lie between 1 and n; in particular our canonical basis for gl2n will be
written ⋃
1≤i,j≤n
{ei,j , en+i,j , ei,n+j, en+i,n+j}.
We denote the identity matrix by I, its size (n or 2n) should be apparent by the context.
The transpose of a matrix A is denoted AT and if A is invertible we abbreviate (A−1)T
by A−T .
We also recall how to construct twisted modules. For every Lie algebra automorphism
ϕ ∈ Aut(g) we have a twisting functor Fϕ : g-mod→ g-mod which is an auto-equivalence.
It maps a module M to ϕM which is isomorphic to M as a vector space but has modified
action: x • v := ϕ(x) · v for all x ∈ g and v ∈ ϕM .
2.2 Existence of simple generalized Whittaker Modules for gl2n
Following Kostant’s idea in [Ko] we try to construct some modules on which the action
of B is locally finite.
Fix Lie algebra homomorphisms λA : A → C and λD : D → C. Let CλAλD be the one
dimensional (A+ C +D)-module where A acts by λA, D acts by λD and C acts trivially.





Denote byM∗λAλD the full dual of MλAλD . This is a gl2n module where the action is given
(x · f)(m) = −f(x ·m) as usual.
Proposition 2. For every θ : B → C, there is a unique (up to multiple) eigenvector w in
M∗λAλD with eigenvalue θ for B.
Proof. Note that MλAλD ≃ U(B) as a left and right U(B)-module. Let C(θ) be the 1-














≃ HomC(C(θ),C) ≃ C.
Thus there is a unique 1-dimensional subspace of M∗λAλD isomorphic to C(θ) in B-mod,
which is equivalent to the statement in the proposition.
The submodule generated by such an eigenvector must be simple (see [BM]), so we get
the following result.
Corollary 3. There exist simple generalized Whittaker modules for the pair (B, gl2n) and
they can be realized as simple submodules in the dual of the generalized Verma module
M∗λAλD .
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The drawback with this approach in our case is that it is difficult to say anything more
explicit about the resulting modules as M∗λAλD is very big and inconvenient to work
in.
2.3 An A+ B-module
2.3.1 Construction and a formula for the action
We now turn to a more explicit construction. Note that B is commutative. Let Q = (qij)
be a nonsingular n× n matrix and define LQ to be the 1-dimensional U(B)-module with
generator v where the action of B is given by Q:
ei,n+j · v := qi,jv 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Define an induced module
MQ := Ind
A+B




ThenMQ is clearly isomorphic to U(A) as a leftA-module, and for a ∈ U(A) we shall write
just av or just a for a⊗ v. To explicitly see how B acts on MQ, we introduce some more
notation. Consider U(A) ⊗C A as a tensor product in the category of unital associative
algebras. This becomes an infinite dimensional Lie algebra under the commutator bracket.
Note that U(A) ⊗ A ≃ Matn×n(U(A)) in a natural way and we shall even extend the
trace function to U(A) ⊗A by defining tr(a⊗ B) := a tr(B). Note also that A embeds
into U(A)⊗A (as both associative algebra and Lie algebra) by the map A 7→ 1⊗A, and
we shall sometimes need to identify elements of A with their images under this map. To
resolve some ambiguity in our notation, for A,B ∈ A we shall write AB for the product
in U(A) and A.B for the product in the associative algebra A or U(A)⊗A.
Let ψ′ : A → U(A)⊗C A be the Lie algebra homomorphism defined by
ψ′ : A 7→ A⊗ I − 1⊗AT .
This extends to an algebra homomorphism ψ : U(A)→ U(A)⊗C A.




av = tr(ψ(a).Q.BT )v.
Proof. This follows by induction on the degree of a as follows. The lemma clearly holds




Suppose the lemma holds for all monomials a of a fixed degree (with respect to any fixed
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= A tr(ψ(a).Q.BT )v − tr(ψ(a).Q.(A.B)T )v
= tr((A⊗ I).ψ(a).Q.BT )v − tr(AT .ψ(a).Q.BT )v
= tr(((A⊗ I)− 1⊗AT ).ψ(a).Q.BT )v
= tr(ψ(A).ψ(a).Q.BT )v
= tr(ψ(Aa).Q.BT )v.
This shows that the lemma holds for all monomials in U(A) by induction. Since ψ is
linear it holds for all of U(A).
2.3.2 Proof of simplicity
We proceed to prove that MQ is simple by first proving it for Q = I.





−m em−1i,j ei,k+n for i 6= j
((ei,j − 1)
m − emi,j)ei,k+n for i = j.
Proof. This follows easily by induction on m.
Fix a PBW basis of U(A) of form
{el1111 e
l12




21 · · · · · · e
ln1
n1 · · · e
lnn
nn |lij ∈ N},







I ⊂ · · ·
where M
(m)
I is the span of all monomials f with deg f :=
∑
ij lij ≤ m.
Lemma 6. For each 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n, the element (ej,k+n − δj,k) ∈ U(B) has degree −1 with




(ej,k+n − δj,k) · e
l11
11 · · · e
lkj
kj · · · e
lnn
nn = −lkj e
l11
11 · · · e
lkj−1






(ej,k+n − δj,k) · f = f(ej,k+n − δj,k) + [ej,k+n − δj,k, f ] = [ej,k+n, f ],
so the fact that (ej,k+n − δj,k) has degree ≤ −1 follows from the previous lemma and the
fact that adej,k+n is a derivation.
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For the second more precise statement, let f be an arbitrary monomial of degree d. For
each i let Pi,Qi be the monomial factors of f such that f = Pie
lij
ij Qi and eij 6 |Pi, Qi. We
now calculate






= Pj((ejj − 1)
ljj − e
ljj






By writing ei,k+n = (ei,k+n− δik)+ δik and using the fact that the first term has negative
degree, we see that



































Corollary 7. For each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, the action of (ei,j − δi,j) on MI is surjective. Its
kernel is spanned by all monomials not divisible by eij .
Proposition 8. The module MI is simple in U(A+ B)-mod.
Proof. It suffices to show that any f ∈ MI can be reduced to 1 ∈ M
0
I via the B-action.
Fix f ∈ MI and let p ∈ M
(d)
I be a nonzero monomial occurring in f with maximal








lij ∈ U(B) maps p to a nonzero constant. By the maximality of d,
Bp annihilates all other monomials occurring in f so in fact Bp · f ∈ M
(0)
I is a nonzero
constant as desired.
Corollary 9. The module MQ is simple if and only if Q is nonsingular.












It is easy to verify that ϕS is a Lie algebra automorphism and that ϕS ◦ ϕT = ϕST . It
is also clear that the twisted module ϕQ−TMI is isomorphic to MQ. Since MI is simple
by Proposition 8, and since twisting by automorphisms defines an auto-equivalence on
gl2n-Mod, MQ is also simple for nonsingular Q.
Conversely, assume that Q is singular and let A be a nonzero matrix such that QTA = 0.
We shall show that U(A)Av is a proper A+ B-submodule of MQ. The subspace U(A)Av
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· aAv = tr(ψ(aA).Q.BT )v
= tr(ψ(a).ψ(A).Q.BT )v = tr(ψ(a).(A ⊗ I − 1⊗AT ).Q.BT )v
= tr(Q.BT .ψ(a).(A ⊗ I))v − tr(ψ(a).AT .Q.BT )v
= tr(Q.BT .ψ(a))Av − tr(ψ(a).(QT .A)T .BT )v
= tr(Q.BT .ψ(a))Av.
Thus U(A)Av is also B-stable, and is thus a proper submodule of MQ.
2.3.3 Injectivity and an existence theorem
Our next goal is to prove that for most Q’s, the module MQ is injective when restricted
to U(B). We begin by recalling a result about injective envelopes for the trivial module
over polynomial rings. For a proof, see for example [L, §3J].
Lemma 10. Let k be a field, let R = k[x1, . . . xn] and let L be the trivial R-module. Let
E be the R-module k[x−11 , . . . x
−1
n ] where xi acts by
xi · (x
−k1




x−k11 · · · x
−ki+1
i · · · x
−kn
n if ki > 0
0 otherwise.
Then E = E(L) is the injective envelope of L.
By twisting E by automorphisms we obtain injective envelopes of all 1-dimensional R-
modules as follows:
Corollary 11. With notation as in the previous lemma, for scalars qi ∈ k, let Lq1,...qn be
the 1-dimensional R-module with action xi · v = qiv. Then E(Lq1,...qn) ≃
ϕE(L) where ϕ
is the R-automorphism mapping xi 7→ xi − qi.
Proof. We have Lq1,...qn ≃
ϕL and since twisting by an automorphism is an auto-equivalence
on R-mod, the corollary follows.
Proposition 12. For nonsingular matrices Q, the module Res
U(A+B)
U(B) MQ is injective.
Proof. Let I(LQ) be the injective envelope of LQ. Applying the exact functorHomB(−, I(LQ))
to the exact sequence
0→ LQ →MQ → Coker→ 0
we obtain the exact sequence
0→ HomB(Coker, I(LQ))→ HomB(MQ, I(LQ))→ HomB(LQ, I(LQ))→ 0.
Hence the morphism LQ → I(LQ) mapping LQ into its injective envelope is the image
of some morphism f : MQ → I(LQ). Since f is nonzero on span(v) = soc(MQ), f is
injective. Moreover, for all k ∈ N we have
dim sock(MQ) =
(




which shows that f is surjective. This shows that f is an isomorphism and in particular
that MQ is the injective envelope of LQ.
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Remark 13. Indecomposable injectives over noetherian rings R correspond to Spec(R)
via p 7→injective envelope of (R/p). Moreover LQ = U(B)/m where m is the maximal
ideal generated by (ei,n+j − qi,j), so if MQ is injective, it must be the injective envelope of
U(B)/m.
Theorem 14. For each nonsingular matrix n×n-matrix Q there exists a gl2n-module M
such that




U(B) M ≃ U(A) ≃ U(gln).
Proof. As we’ve seen before, we take LQ as the 1-dimensional B-module corresponding to
Q and we let MQ = U(A+B)
⊗
U(B) LQ. Then MQ is injective in B-mod. Next we define




Fixing d ∈ D we note that span(v, d · v) is a two-dimensional B-submodule of W , and
moreover it is a non-split self-extension of LQ with itself. Now by the injectivity of MQ
there exists a morphism ϕ such that the following diagram commutes in B-mod:








Thus there exists ad · v ∈ soc2(MQ) = A · v such that ad · v − d · v spans a 1-dimensional
B-submodule Sd ofW . The moduleW
′ :=W/
∑
d∈D U(A+ B +D)Sd is then isomorphic
to MQ when restricted to U(A+ B).
Next, let W ′′ := U(A+ B + C +D)
⊗
U(A+B+D)W
′. For a fixed c ∈ C we have a B-
submodule B2(c · v) with simple top and simple socle, both isomorphic to LQ. By similar
arguments, there exists x ∈ soc3(MQ) = A
2 · v such that x− c · v spans a B-submodule of
W ′′. Forming the quotient of all these subs we get the module required by the theorem.
In the next section we shall give explicit formulas for the elements ad and x of the proof
above in order to write down the action on the simple gl2n-modules explicitly.
3 Explicit formulas for the gl2n-modules
3.1 Preliminaries
The following formula will be particularly useful for m = 2.
Lemma 15. Let F := (ej,i)i,j =
∑
i,j ej,i ⊗ ei,j ∈ U(A)⊗A. For any A,B ∈ gln and for
all m ∈ N we have
[A, tr(B.Fm)] = tr([A,B].Fm)
in U(gln)
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Proof. We proceed by induction on m. Since tr(X.F ) = X the equality clearly holds for
m = 1. The equation above is linear in both A and B so it suffices to verify it for A = eij,





eir1er1r2 · · · ermj .
Assume that the equality holds for some fixed m. We now compute
[eij ,tr(ekl.F
m+1)] = [eij ,
∑
r1,...,rm



















eir2 · · · erml +
∑
r1




























= tr([eij , ekl].F
m+1).
By induction the lemma holds.
Remark 16. Fixing B as the identity matrix above we obtain [A, tr(F k)] = 0 for all A in
gln which shows that tr(F
k) is central in U(gln). In fact, Z(gln) = C[tr(F ), tr(F
2), . . . , tr(Fn)].
The elements tr(F k) are called Gelfand invariants.
3.2 The main result
We are now ready to state our main result. Define ϕ′ : A → U(A)⊗A by
ϕ′ : A 7→ A⊗ I + 1⊗A.
This is a Lie algebra homomorphism and it extends to an algebra homomorphism ϕ :
U(A) → U(A) ⊗ A. Also recall that we previously have defined ψ : U(A) → U(A) ⊗ A
which satisfied ψ : A 7→ A⊗ I − 1⊗AT for A ∈ A. Using these two homomorphisms we
now state our main theorem.




· a = Aa− aD + tr(ψ(a).BT )− tr(ϕ(a).F 2.C)− tr(ϕ(a).C)tr(F ). (1)
This is a gl2n-module structure.
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Proof. First, for all X,Y ∈ gl2n, A ∈ A and a ∈ U(A) we have
X · Y ·Aa− Y ·X ·Aa =
= A(X · Y · a) + [XY,A]a −A(Y ·X · a)− [Y X,A]a
= A(X · Y · a− Y ·X · a) +X · [Y,A]a− [X,A] · Y a
− Y · [X,A]a − [Y,A] ·Xa
= A · [X,Y ]a+ [X, [Y,A]]a + [Y, [A,X]]a
= A · [X,Y ]a− [A, [X,Y ]]a
= [X,Y ] ·Aa.
This shows that it suffices to check that
X · Y · 1− Y ·X · 1 = [X,Y ] · 1
for all X,Y ∈ gl2n in order to prove that the formula in the theorem gives a module
structure.




















= AA0 −A0D + tr((A0 ⊗ I − 1⊗A
T
0 ).B
T )− tr((A0 ⊗ I + 1⊗A0).F
2.C)







= AA0 −A0D +A0tr(B













= [A,A0] + tr((A0.B)

















It remains to check that X ·Y ·1−Y ·X ·1 = [X,Y ] ·v for X,Y ∈ B, C,D. Moreover, since
the right side of (1) is linear in A,B,C, and D it suffices to check (1) it for the standard
basis elements of gl2n.























































































































= −tr((D ⊗ I − 1⊗DT ).BT ) + tr(BT )D














































· (tr(C.F 2) + tr(C)tr(F ))
= tr((D ⊗ I + 1⊗D).F 2.C) + tr((D ⊗ I + 1⊗D).C)tr(F )
− (tr(C.F 2) + tr(C)tr(F ))D
= D tr(F 2.C) + tr(D.F 2.C) +D tr(C)tr(F ) + tr(D.C)tr(F )
− (tr(C.F 2) + tr(C)tr(F ))D
= [D, tr(C.F 2)] + tr(C)[D, tr(F )] + tr(D.F 2.C) + tr(D.C)tr(F )
= tr([D,C].F 2)] + tr(C.D.F 2) + tr(D.C)tr(F )


















Next, for X ∈ B, Y ∈ C, take X = ei,n+j and Y = en+k,l. We then have
ei,n+j · en+k,l · 1− en+k,l · ei,n+j · 1
= −ei,n+j · (tr(ekl.F
2) + tr(ekl)tr(F )) − en+k,l · tr(e
T
ij)
= −ei,n+j · ((
n∑
r=1
ekrerl) + δkltr(F )) + δij(tr(ekl.F







− δkltr(ψ(tr(F )).eji) + δij(tr(ekl.F






(ekr ⊗ I − 1⊗ erk).(erl ⊗ I − 1⊗ elr).eji
)
− δkltr((tr(F )⊗ I − 1⊗ tr(F )).eji)
+ δij(tr(ekl.F









tr(ejitr(F ))− tr(F )tr(eji)
)
+ δij(tr(eklF
2) + tr(ekl)tr(F ))
=
(
− δkltr(ejitr(F )) + δliekj + δjkeil − δjitr(eklF
2)
)
+ δklδji − δklδjitr(F ) + δijtr(eklF
2) + δijδkltr(F )
= −δklδji + δliekj + δjkeil + δklδji
= δliekj + δjkeil = δjkeil − δlien+k,n+j = [ei,n+j, en+k,l] · 1
It remains only to show that (1) holds for X,Y ∈ C. Let X = en+i,j and Y = en+k,l. In
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this case we have



























2) + ekrtr(eij .erl.F
2) + erltr(eij .ekr.F











2) + tr(F )tr(eij .F





















2) + tr(F )tr(ekl.F













n tr(eij.ekl) + ekjtr(eil) +
∑
r







2) + tr(F )tr(eij.F
2) + δijtr(F ) + δijtr(F )tr(F )
)

































+ nδjkδiltr(F ) + ekjδiltr(F ) + δjkeiltr(F ) + δijtr(ekl.F
2)tr(F )
+ δkltr(eij .F
2) + δkltr(F )tr(eij .F







































































































































































2) = 0 = [en+i,j , en+k,l] · 1
This completes the proof.




·a = Aa−aD+ tr(ψ(a).Q.BT )− tr(ϕ(a).F 2.Q−T .C)− tr(ϕ(a).Q−T .C)tr(F ).
This is a gl2n-module structure.












It is easy to verify that ϕS is a Lie algebra automorphism and that ϕS ◦ϕT = ϕS.T , so the
map Ξ : Matn×n(C)
∗ → Aut(gl2n) with S 7→ ϕS is an injective algebra homomorphism.
Let V be the gl2n module from in Theorem 17. Now by the action of gl2n on the twisted
module VQ :=
ϕ
Q−T V is precisely as in the statement of this theorem.
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The modules VQ now satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 in the introduction:
Proof. (of Theorem 1) The module VQ is simple since Res
gl2n
A+BVQ ≃ MQ is. That the
GK-dimension is n2 and that Res
gl2n
A VQ ≃ U(A) follows directly from the definition in
Theorem 18. Since the linear maps tr(ψ(−).BT ) : U(A) → U(A) never increases the
degree of a monomial, the module Res
gl2n
B VQ is locally finite. The fourth point follows
from similar arguments: the maps tr(ψ(−).F 2.C) : U(A)→ U(A) have degree 2 and the
maps A(−) and (−)D clearly have degree 1 (compare with Theorem 18). Finally, we note
that any isomorphism ϕ : VQ → VQ′ must map the generator of VQ to a multiple of the
generator of VQ′ . But then q
′
ijϕ(1) = ei,n+jϕ(1) = ϕ(ei,n+j · 1) = qijϕ(1), showing that
Q = Q′ whenever such an isomorphism exists.
3.3 Alternative formula
Since the automorphisms ϕ and ψ themselves are not very explicit, we present another for-
mula for how elements of gl2n act on monomials of U(A). We need some more conventions
in notation for this formula.
In the argument of the trace functions, any product is by convention to be taken in
Matn×n(U(gln)) (in particular we identify A with Matn×n(C) here). Outside the trace
function all products are in U(gln). When S ⊂ Z, the product
∏
i∈S Ai means that the
product is to be taken in order inherited from Z. For example,
∏
i∈{3,2,5}Ai = A2A3A5.
For S ⊂ {1, . . . , k}, we denote by S∗ the complement {1, . . . , k} \ S and by |S| the
cardinality of S.
Theorem 19. Let a =
∏k
i=1Ai be a monomial in VQ (see Theorem 18). The action of




































Proof. This follows by induction on k by comparing with the formula in Theorem 18. The
verification is omitted here.
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